
TASK: Watch the video. Answer the questions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wee-rfTSdhY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wee-rfTSdhY


BTEC Level 3 National Extended 
Certificate in APPLIED Psychology

Equivalent in size to ONE A level



WHAT DOES THE COURSE INVOLVE?

4 units: 

 3 mandatory: units 1, 2 and 3

 1 optional units which is internally 
set and externally verified. 



MANDATORY UNITS: Content & Assessment 

Learners will develop knowledge, understanding and skills in the scientific 
process and in psychological research methodology through their own 
psychological research project.  

Learners develop knowledge, understanding and skills in the scientific 
process and in psychological research methodology through their own
psychological research project.

Learners explore psychological approaches, theories and studies related to 
lifestyle choices, unhealthy behaviours and behavioural change, linking 
them to their specific contexts.

Learners develop knowledge of psychopathology, types and characteristics of
mental disorders and approaches to treatment, and the role of professionals 
in supporting and promoting mental health.

1.5 hours 
written exam

Externally 
assessed

2 hours 
written exam

Externally 
assessed



CAREERS

Sport psychologist

Criminologist
Teacher

Social Worker

Youth Worker

Police Officer
Child psychologist

Clinical psychologist

Forensic psychologist

Manager

Psychotherapist

Psychiatrist

…and many more!

Coach



The study of mind and behaviour in 
humans and non-humansWhat is psychology?



Date: Wednesday, 19 July 2023

Cognitive Bias 

U1 – To understand cognitive bias in the Cognitive 
Approach

U2 – To understand the research methods of a 
laboratory study



Psychological 
Approaches

Cognitive –
information 
processing

Social  –
context & 
influence

Biological –
CNS/genes & 

evolution

Learning –
Stimuli & 

observations



What is cognitive bias?

The processing of information in the brain like a computer
‘the computer analogy’

Processes include language, thought, attention, memory, perception.



U1 Concept

Cognitive 
Bias

TASK: Circle Maps: Create a circle map for Cognitive Bias



Concept: What are cognitive bias?
These are errors in how we process information. They affect 
what we pay attention to, what we remember and how we make 
decisions.

+ Short cuts - simplify social interactions to make decisions quickly. 

- Risky - they undermine our ability to make rational choices and logical 
decisions

Social Media Filter Bubble
Algorithms detect your preferences and tailor your 
newsfeed with similar or matching news.



U1 Concept

Cognitive 
Bias

TASK: Circle Maps: Create a circle map for Cognitive Bias

Errors in how we process information. 
They affect what we pay attention to, 
what we remember and how we make 
decisions.

+ Short cuts - simplify social 
interactions to make 
decisions quickly. 

- Risky - they undermine 
our ability to make rational 
choices and logical 
Decisions.

U2: Study



U2 Research Methods - Experiment



U1 Concept: 
Cognitive
Bias Cognitive 

Bias

TASK: Circle Maps: Create a circle map for Cognitive Bias

Errors in how we process information. 
They affect we notice (attention), what 
we remember and how we make 
decisions.

+ Short cuts - simplify social 
interactions to make 
decisions quickly. 

- Risky - they undermine 
our ability to make rational 
choices and logical 
Decisions.

U1 & 2 
Application: 
Real World

U2: Study

Lab experiment, 45 participants, verbs……….

+ High control & RW application
-All P’s same age & Lab and video not natural 
situation and behaviour



U1 & U2 – Real World Application

Leading Questions

Eye witness testimony

Q) Where might this have an impact in the real world?



U1 Concept: 
Cognitive
Bias Cognitive 

Bias

TASK: Circle Maps: Create a circle map for Cognitive Bias

Errors in how we process information. 
They affect we notice (attention), what 
we remember and how we make 
decisions.

+ Short cuts - simplify social 
interactions to make 
decisions quickly. 

- Risky - they undermine 
our ability to make rational 
choices and logical 
Decisions.

U1 & 2
Application: 
Real World

U2: Study

Lab experiment, 45 participants, verbs……….

+ High control & RW application
-All P’s same age & Lab and video not natural 
situation and behaviour
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